Phase 2: Marketing Skills
Drafting Copy part 3: The Body II

Now we’ll focus your copy a bit more on you. While it’s crucial to put your reader as #1, it doesn’t mean you
shouldn’t talk about yourself. People like to know about you and learn your story. If you frame it in a way that
connects with the reader, talking about yourself in sales copy can be very powerful.

There are some key points that can help tell readers about yourself:
1) Your story: help people relate to you by telling stories and anecdotes
2) Media: use media (audio, video, images) to enhance and reinforce your writing
3) Testimonials: use these strategically and try to avoid generic testimonies

1. Your Story
You’re bound to have a thrilling and engaging story relating to your product/service. A lot of the time, we tend to try
and solve our own problems - that’s certainly been the case for me as a performer!
I have terrifying memories of having memory lapses on stage, left hand fatigue that almost disabled my playing in the
middle of a piece and sight reading horrors that involved an angry Chinese dad yelling “just count!”.
While these experiences were unpleasant at the time, they eventually led me to attempt to solve these problems:
- I developed and researched thorough methods for memorization
- I found ways of using my left hand to dramatically reduce fatigue/tension
- I practiced my rhythm and sight reading like crazy
Solving these problems has turned me into the guitarist, teacher and musician I am today.
The problems you’ve faced and your way of solving them have formed you into the guitarist, teacher and musician
you are today.
Describe to people the frustrations you felt, the journey you went on and the feeling of finding that golden
solution. That solution has the power and potential to dramatically help others facing similar problems.

Short stories
You can use very quick examples, stories, memories, etc. as a way to instantly make a connection with your reader.
Here’s one that I used on my old lessons page:
"When I first started playing the guitar, I fell in love with a recording of Asturias and wanted nothing more in life
than to play it."
It’s quite likely that other guitarists were inspired by a special piece and wanted nothing more than to play it. I
didn’t make up the story to try and appeal to those people - I truly had this memory and vividly remember it to this
day!

Long stories
Longer stories can be used to really draw in the reader as to how you felt, your journey, your path to finding
solutions, etc. Here’s an excerpt from an email I sent out to my mailing list:
“I've always loved composing, but for the longest time it was something that seemed so mysterious. I'd have some
ideas that sounded nice, but I'd never be able to complete a piece from start to finish.
But while taking a class in counterpoint, I was assigned to compose a Fugue. Now, a Fugue is an intimidating
thing to try and write. After all, this is the form that none other than J.S. Bach excelled in!!
But by using a method similar to that which Bach himself used, I was able to compose a Fugue. Surprisingly, it
didn't take long and felt easy and natural to complete!”

Task 1
Write a short story and a long story
about yourself in relation to your
product/service.
Remember to use conversational
language, as though speaking to a
friend at a cafe for example.

2. Media
Using media like audio, video and images can really help showcase all you have to say and offer.
This is especially applicable for a musician:
- Use scores (annotated or not) to make points super clear.
- Use videos to demonstrate points and/or make a deeper connection with your audience
- Use audio to demonstrate examples and/or give a taste of your music
- Give free samples or free related materials
Across my own sales pages, I’ve used a mixture of annotated scores, images, recordings and videos to reinforce
the written copy. Why not take advantage of technology and use it to enhance your points as much as possible?!
Concerts:
- Provide audio clips to immerse people into the music they will hear at the event
- Provide images of the venue to give people a taste of what it’s like to be there
- Provide videos of you playing, so people can connect with you and see your performance persona
Teaching
- Illustrate your points with annotated scores, so people can quickly grasp your ideas
- Include videos that demonstrate your main points succinctly
Products
- Include excerpts of the product to give people a taste of what it’s about

Below are some examples I used on my online composition course sales page. Without readers hearing work I’ve
done and the work of past students, it would be very difficult for readers to grasp the outcomes or main benefits/
advantages of the course. Seeing and hearing some playing also helps readers relate and be more immersed.
Words alone would make for a boring sales page!

Task 2
What kind of media could enhance
your written copy?
Write a list and try to include
media from several categories.

3. Testimonials
Having words that current/past clients have used to describe your product/service can be incredibly powerful and
persuasive!

There are ways to enhance testimonials and use them to their best advantage:

1) Avoid generic or overly generalized testimonials.
- These won’t really say much about how your product/service benefitted the client.
- Example: "Daniel is very knowledgeable about music from all periods. He's also very thoughtful in his criticism
and is fun to work with in general.”

2) Encourage clients to give you detailed testimonials
- Use a survey or ask specific questions about how your product/service enhanced your client’s life
- Example: "The playing of triads has already helped me with some concepts I have been deleting from my brain for
years. Reading music theory is deadly to me and never sticks, but somehow playing and saying these triads just put
everything into perspective.”

3) Use testimonials strategically
- Try to use testimonials as a way to reinforce or back up your main points. Don’t just plant them anywhere in your
copy!

- Example: the quote above was used to reinforce the point of why it’s important to simply practice chords.
4) Combine testimonials from regular “everyday” clients and experts in the field
- Having testimonials from experts is great, but not always super relatable. It’s very effective to have testimonials
from an everyday concert goer, or a student struggling with a particular issue.

- In order to get testimonials from experts, send them your work for free and ask what they think. This can also be a
great way to get good feedback to enhance your work.

Task 3
Do you have testimonials that
could be used for your product/
service? If so, can they be used
strategically in your copy?
What questions could you ask
clients in order to gain ideal
testimonials?
Which experts in the field could
you send your work to?

